AUTOMATED SAS WORKLOAD TR ANSFORMATION TO CLOUD

Transform Your SAS Workloads to a Modern
Cloud Platform
Automate and Accelerate Your
Transition from SAS to Cloud

KEY BENEFITS

A growing number of enterprises are looking to reduce their dependence
on the SAS platform. Typically, as much as 80% of the processing and
capacity of SAS is comprised of data prep/ETL workloads. Enterprises can
reduce costs and improve eﬀiciency by leveraging Spark within on-premise
data lakes or cloud platforms.

• Reduced TCO

The Impetus Workload Transformation Solution revolutionizes SAS
migration by providing an accelerated solution to the manual approach.
Further, it can help enterprises looking to transform their SAS workloads to
R or Python by identifying the right data movement and transformation
workloads for migration. The solution simplifies the process through a
comprehensive methodology that seamlessly executes the following steps:

• An automated solution to the manual
migration approach

• The engine automatically transforms all predetermined translatable
patterns. At rollout such patterns could feasibly include most DATA
subroutines and all the embedded SQLs.
• The output from the engine would then pass through manual checking
where any untranslated portions as well as translation errors would get
handled.
• Over the course of the manual intervention, any further syntax patterns
that are uncovered will get fed back into the engine’s translation
templates to ensure continuous improvement of the accuracy and
completeness of the automated translation.
• Migrated programs would then undergo validation and user testing and
added to a version control system.

• Reduced dev, validation, and testing cycle
• Faster time-to-market
• More scalable and flexible target cloud
platforms such as AWS, Azure or GCP

The 4-step approach to SAS migration
STEP 1: ASSESS
Assess the usage pattern
• ETL usage - SQL + SAS
procedural
• SAS procedural/statistical
• SAS advanced algorithms

STEP 3: CONVERT

KEY FE ATURES
STEP 2: MAP

• Oﬀload data from SAS native storage to
Apache Hive/Spark-based storage

Map conversion target for each
usage pattern

• Create channels for SAS data stores to be
used as source and sink for Hive/Spark

• Identify the right target
platform/tool

• Migrate production SAS jobs to a job
scheduling framework over big data
cloud platforms such as AWS, Azure
or GCP

STEP 4: ONBOARD

Convert and validate using
automation accelerators

Transition users on new
platform

• Use a staggered approach

• Train and ensure user same
comfort level

• Create capabilities for continuous
migration of SAS programs as per user
requests
• Integrate an online analytics tool with
Hive/Spark to allow for ad hoc analytics
• Comply with security and governance
requirements of the organization
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The SAS Workload Transformation Solution

Impetus is focused on creating big business impact through Big Data Solutions for Fortune 1000 enterprises across multiple verticals. The company brings together a unique mix of software
products, consulting services, Data Science capabilities, and technology expertise. It oﬀers full life-cycle services for Big Data implementations and real-time streaming analytics, including
technology strategy, solution architecture, proof of concept, production implementation and on-going support to its clients. To learn more, visit www.impetus.com or write to us at
inquiry@impetus.com.
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